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BEN TIBBETTS

Aiguille du Jardin

The summit of the Aiguille Verte (4122m) with the Grande Rocheuse (4102m) 
and the Aiguille du Jardin (4035m) to the east or right. The West Pillar Direct 

(TD+, VII, 500m) takes an elegant line through the complex terrain of its south 
face. For a topo, see Alps & Dolomites on page 239. (Ben Tibbetts)

The Aiguille du Jardin is among the more serious 4000ers to reach, more difficult 
than either of  its illustrious neighbours the Aiguille Verte or Les Droites. From 
many aspects it appears, like the Grande Rocheuse, as a subsidiary summit on the 
east ridge of  the Aiguille Verte. However as you approach the Couvercle refuge in 
summer you reach the lip of  the Talèfre basin and the magnificent view opens up 
before you. For the final few hundred metres as you walk up the old moraine, the 
Aiguille du Jardin stands out proudly from the ridgeline directly ahead of  you. From 
that angle it certainly appears as an independent summit, its imposing south face 
defended by magnificent buttresses of  steep red granite. This collection of  buttresses 
has remained barely explored, except perhaps by crystal hunters, despite being visible 
from the terrace of  the refuge. Will Sim and Ben Tibbetts found a new line on the 
west pillar: a dozen pitches of  sculpted granite grooves and strenuous cracks leading 
to easier mixed terrain and the summit.

In 1911 the Austrian optician Karl Blodig became the first person to climb 
all the 4,000m peaks of  the Alps. Two years later he discovered that the 

Aiguille du Jardin and Grand Rocheuse had been recognised as independent 
summits rather than mere subsidiaries of  the Aiguille Verte. Thanks to the 
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outbreak of  war, it wasn’t until 1931 that Blodig was able to attempt them. 
He climbed the Whymper Couloir with his son but at the Col de la Grand 
Rocheuse they were caught in a storm and had to retreat. Blodig returned in 
1932, aged 72. Unaware that it had had its first ascent just five days earlier, 
he climbed the north-east couloir of  the Col Armand Charlet solo. Having 
crossed the rimaye at 6.25am, Blodig reached the Col at 3.15pm, climbing, 
we should remember, with basic crampons that had no front points and on 
terrain approaching 60°.

‘I was pleasantly surprised when the top was completely calm … though 
my fingers were so cold and stiff  that I failed to open the tin of  stewed 
peaches that I had been looking forward to for hours.’ He continued  
upwards, but ‘after the outrageous effort I put my old muscles through I only 
managed to advance at a snail’s pace.’ He reached the Grande Rocheuse 
summit at 5:55pm ‘with strangely mixed feeling of  unspeakable bliss and 
legitimate pride. I had longed for this moment for years, and many times 
doubted whether I would succeed.’ He returned to the col to bivouac for 
the night before ascending the north-west ridge of  the Aiguille du Jardin the  
following morning. He returned once more to the col, gathered up his tent 
and climbed back down the couloir and descended to Argentière. In his 
youth he had been proud of  his achievements; ‘today I’ve become small and 
modest because I know how often I barely controlled my fate and only a 
benevolent gesture of  the mountain let me return unharmed.’1

1. K Blodig, ‘Grande Rocheuse und Aiguille du Jardin’, Des Deutschen und Österreichischen Alpenvereins  
(Jahrbuch), Vol 64, Innsbruck/Munich, 1933, pp100-4.

Will Sim finishing up the cracks and grooves of pitch two on the West Pillar 
Direct. (Ben Tibbetts)
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June 2018
I used to play the saxophone as a youth. I sometimes played by myself  in 
churches or in wild outdoor spaces where I felt infinitely connected as the 
sound reverberated into infinity. In the last decade I have played irregularly 
and now am often disappointed with the incoherent sounds I make. I find 
rock climbing can be similar. When you are well-practised and attuned to 
the rock, no matter what your actual level, the sensations and connections 
can sometimes be powerful, even on the most modest cliffs or boulders.  
For several years my rock climbing has atrophied, as photography took  
up more and more of  my energy. In a small town culture like Chamonix 
people talk endlessly of  who climbed or skied which line and in what style.  
It nourishes a culture of  performance. I sometimes wonder though if   
performance, and what seems like its natural corollary, ego, is not on some 
level the very opposite of  creativity. I find one of  the many joys of  art and 
photography are their uncompetitive nature.

For my projects I see mountain skills like rock climbing or skiing not as ends 
in themselves but as tools to get to extraordinary places, both physical and 
psychological, where I can begin learning from the landscape. These, and the 
creative tools of drawing or photography, I see as ways of opening my con-
sciousness to my surroundings. Once in a while it precipitates that gorgeous 
yet ephemeral experience: the hum and flow of synergy with the environment.

Halfway through June, having only just hung up my skis and barely 
climbed anything technical in six months, I wondered if  I would actually 
be able to grapple my way up the routes I hoped to do during the summer. 
The winter season had left me with overgrown thighs and withered arms: 
like a T-Rex. The exigencies of  writing, drawing and designing a book were 
keeping me surprisingly busy, and weak. Nevertheless the high-altitude rock 
was drying quickly and I wanted to try a line I had spotted on the Aiguille 
du Jardin before the desperate heat of  mid-summer.

I had noticed the steep red pillars of  the Jardin several times over the years,  
but they are in a wild location and there are plenty of  excellent routes that 
are much easier to access. It was only when I was hunting for an interesting 

Will Sim leading pitch four, behind the 
‘obelisk’. (Ben Tibbetts)

Working out the best line up mixed 
terrain to the summit. The Dent de 
Géant and Mont Blanc emerge from 
cloud in the background. (Ben Tibbetts)
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route for my 4,000ers book project 
that I realised it could be better than 
the classic east ridge. I rang many 
climbers with an intimate know-
ledge of  the massif  and it appeared 
there were only three routes on these 
buttresses, climbed in 1964 and 1967 
and a further line, by a Scottish 
friend, Simon Richardson, climbed 
in 1995. Simon sent me some pho-
tos of  their ascent and confirmed  
the rock was clean, highly featured 
granite. Examining my own photos, 
taken from afar, it appeared there 
might be a direct line up the centre 
of  the west pillar. I had no idea how hard the line might be, but realised that 
there was a strong chance it would stretch my capabilities.

Will Sim and I had planned to do a route together and he seemed like the 
perfect fit. We had trained together to become guides but had barely climbed 
in the subsequent four years. He is almost a decade younger than me, an 
exceptionally gifted mountaineer but all the while easy-going, gracious and 
unassuming. He has a humble and balanced temperament that is unusual 
in a gifted climber of  his age, all this hiding behind a cheeky grin, full of  
mischief.

Will and I wandered up to the Couvercle refuge on a hot afternoon as the 
first cumulus were germin ating and shifting around the highest peaks. As 
I sat on a boulder not far below the hut I spotted a young bearded vulture 

Right: The beautifully textured wall on  
pitch five of the West Pillar Direct. 
(Ben Tibbetts)

Above: Will leading the devious traverse 
after pitch seven. (Ben Tibbetts)
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turning on the thermals above. Since their reintroduction in Haute-Savoie 
in 1987 the fragile population of  this beautiful endangered bird has been 
growing, their territories spreading slowly.2 Though I had often spotted them 
in the nearby Aravis mountains, this was the first time I had seen one in the 
Mont Blanc massif.

The refuge was one of  the first I visited in the Alps and it has hardly 
changed in nearly two decades: the edges have worn, the musty odours 
deepened and rubber clogs replaced with Crocs. The guardian, Christophe 
Lièvre, lent us his spotting scope, not for watching birds but for a closer 

2. The bearded vulture reproduces very slowly. Having been eradicated from the Alps around the beginning  
of  the 20th century, a program of  captive breeding and release has managed to re-establish the population. 
There are now 15 pairs of  bearded vulture in the French Alps and nearly 50 across the Alps.
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inspection of  the Aiguille du Jardin. Our initial plan was to attempt the 
1964 route and perhaps come back for a new route. We sat on the massive 
Couvercle boulder and waited for brief  clearings between the burgeoning 
clouds. At the first glimpse we revised our plan: we could see cracks and 
corners that almost linked up the centre of  the pillar where I had envis-
aged the new line. We were very conscious though that through a telescope,  
or even quite close up for that matter, you can’t get any idea of  how hard the 
moves might be. Would we find a way up at 6a or would Will have to winch 
me up a pitch of  7b?

The refuge was peaceful; just a dozen folk murmured over their dinner.
After a short sleep Will and I set out at 2.45am, plodding slowly up the 

interminable glacier. A few other pairs of  torches moved almost impercep-
tibly into other corners of  the basin. It was the first fine weather in weeks 
but early in the season so the mountains were still quiet as the winter snows 
melted away. We crossed the rimaye up into the Armand Charlet couloir 
and then right across exposed snow to the base of  the groove we had spot-
ted. We kicked out a ledge in the snow, plugged some gear into a crack, and 
Will set off  at 5.30am. The first hues of  dawn soon began to glow on the 
Grandes Jorasses and Mont Blanc, but both the rock and air were cold and 
it was several hours before the sun crept round to meet us.

Within a few moves Will began making pleasing sounds, little grunts of  
delight, like a pig searching for truffles. He bridged delicately up the initial 
groove, across a band of  quartzite, and sinuously wound his way up the 
cracks above. The rope crept out steadily. (‘Ten metres! ... Four metres!’) 
Once he had a belay I squeezed my feet, unaccustomed to such discomfort, 
into cold rock shoes. The rock was exceptionally clean and featured but I 
had never been so out shape. It seemed almost like a form of  disrespect to 
come up here having not taken the time to train my body and mind. Though 
Will had climbed with the stealth of  a gecko I could feel myself  gripping 
hard on the holds. My feet felt wooden and uncoordinated, hunting for the 
largest holds. Though the moves were varied and delightful from the very 
start, with a heavy pack and a massive camera on my hip I could tell right 
away I would struggle on the steeper terrain above.

I joined Will, took the gear and set off, catapulting myself  up with forced 
self-confidence. The pitch was mercifully easy, but the wide bulging cracks 
still felt wild and exposed. My fingers were still soft from a winter of  wear-
ing gloves and the sharp feldspar crystals soon took chunks out of  my skin, 
a just reward for inelegant technique. It had snowed several days previously 
and both new and old snow was still lying in shady corners, making even 
easy cracks a little tenuous. After each pitch we marvelled at the variety  
of  forms we encountered: chunky quartz veins, ripples and ‘chicken heads’. 
At the fourth pitch our line crossed Richardson’s route at a massive obelisk 
and a jammed block. Behind the tower was a tough-looking crack and I 
defaulted on my lead, assessing quickly that I might go overdrawn on my 
abilities. There was also a steep ramp of  snow at the base of  the crack that 
ensured cold wet shoes for the first brutal moves. As Will led up a new  
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pattern of  grunts and whistles suggested I had made the right choice. The 
sun began to creep round from the north-east to burn off  the remaining 
moisture in the air and after struggling my way up behind him we finally 
arrived below a steep wall of  incipient cracks: the crucial passage of  our 
proposed line. Thirty metres beyond we could see an attractive groove, but 
the wall immediately above us looked like a different order of  difficulty.

Will left his rucksack with me and set off  to investigate. I relaxed in the 
sun and watched the story unfold, offering up the usual encouraging words. 
As the sequence became more mysterious I began to wonder how I would 
follow. The shallow cracks straight above looked rather desperate so Will 
climbed across the crest and out of  sight to the right and then reappeared 
high above. To finally reach the groove he then climbed down another 
crack, balanced across a slab and arrived at a comfortable niche. We hadn’t 
brought a haul line so I tied Will’s pack onto the second rope and nursed 
it up beside me. A surprisingly elegant sequence of  holds emerged one at a 
time from the blank looking wall but as I stretched up for a distant knobble 
my toe slipped and the crystals lacerated my index finger before spitting me 
off  into space, ragged and bleeding.

A couple more corner pitches led us to the crest and a devious traverse 
finally brought us to a snowy saddle behind the first tower. The obvious  
chimney above, taken by the original 1964 route, was choked with ice so I 

Descending west from the summit of the Aiguille du Jardin. (Ben Tibbetts)
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crept up into a groove out right. I climbed easily for 20m until the cracks 
flared wider than our largest cam. They were icy and wet. My confidence 
faded quickly and I edged uncomfortably from side to side trying to work 
out what to do. As I sensed defeat the remaining energy and willpower 
drained from my arms. I could see the move was barely even difficult, but 
the moist rock scared me.

‘Come on Ben, your not even trying,’ Will called up in a withering tone.  
I looked again at the crack and tried the moves in my head. ‘You bet I’m not 
even trying,’ I thought. I could see myself  flailing awkwardly in the crack. 
As my foot squirmed on a wet hold I imagined myself  falling and smashing 
into the slab below. No phone reception here: rescue was unthinkable. My 
fears spun out of  control and after a few minutes I retreated several metres 
to set up a belay. Will led through without even noticing the move.

A final pitch led us out to easier mixed terrain that was buried in deep  
saturated snow. I began grafting my way up but it was like climbing cous-
cous. Some steps required several minutes’ effort only for me to sink back 
up to my waist. It took nearly an hour to draw out one miserable rope length 
and I began to realise we might have to sleep the night on the ridge. Thank-
fully when we traversed round onto the east face the cooler snow led us 
more easily to the summit at around 5pm. With the sun already sinking in 
the west we scuttled down the north-west ridge, weaving around the various 
rocky towers and up onto the Grande Rocheuse as the afternoon clouds 
grew around us. We approached the precipitous west ridge of  the Rocheuse 
and made several false starts before finally finding a rappel. Having assumed 
we would need to descend the complicated Moine ridge we were pleased to 
find that we were so late that the shaded slopes were already refreezing so 
we began the slow and meticulous business of  descending the Whymper 
couloir, reaching the rimaye after dark and the refuge at 11pm.

As we stumbled back down the glacier I thought back over the day. Though 
I was immensely satisfied to have climbed the route and made it back down 
safely, I had found the experience mentally draining. I had just enough  
energy to drag myself  up, and hardly any to open myself  up to a more pro-
found experience of  the mountain environment. For many of  the pitches I 
was stretched to the edge of  my ability, with barely any margin to manage 
the delicate icy conditions. It reminded me that without a steady level of  
training it becomes difficult to climb in an open and calm state of  mind.  
I wondered though: is the best climber the one pulling on the smallest holds, 
the one having the most fun, or the one having the most profound experi-
ence? Only rarely do these all seem to align. I knew for sure though that if  
I should have the good fortune to remain fit and survive that long I would 
be very grateful to be able to pursue my dreams aged 72 like Karl Blodig.

•  An account of  the first ascent of  the West Pillar Direct (TD+, VII, 500m), 
Aiguille du Jardin. Ben Tibbetts’ first book Alpenglow, featuring the finest  
50 routes on all the 4,000ers is published next year.


